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Time flies and we are approaching the end of another year, it has been an 
eventful year for us in ST Marine. 

Despite headwinds faced by our business segments, our Marine sector 
reported a 14% increase in revenue for 3Q2014 of $336m as compared 
with 3Q2013 due mainly to higher revenue recognition from Shipbuilding 
contracts from the local operations and higher Engineering revenue, 
partially offset by lower Shiprepair revenue. Profit before tax (PBT) of 
$32.7m for 3Q2014 was comparable to 3Q2013.   

With a strong sense of team spirit and an attitude that we can achieve, 
we celebrated a number of project milestones during the quarter. 
Our first Littoral Mission Vessel for the Republic of Singapore Navy 
witnessed the laying of the keel by Permanent Secretary (Defence) 
Mr Chan Yeng Kit. 

For the Al-Ofouq class of 75m Patrol Vessels with the 
Royal Navy of Oman, the third vessel was launched followed by the 
naming of the first vessel, RNOV AL SEEB, graced by His Excellency 
Sayyed Bader bin Saud bin Harib Al Busaidi, Minister Responsible for 
Defence Affairs, Sultanate of Oman.  

With mixed feelings, we delivered the last of the six D-class anchor 
handling tug supply vessels to Swire Pacific Offshore Operations 
(Pte) Ltd. The ship was named Pacific Dragon, very appropriate as she 
was delivered in the Year of the Dragon. We look forward to more Snakes, 
Horses, Sheep, Monkeys and all the rest of the 12 Zodiac animals from 
Swire Pacific Offshore in the years to come. 

In the US, HOS Crestview, the eighth in the series of ten offshore supply 
vessels for Hornbeck Offshore was christened and the seventh, HOS 
Caledonia was launched with deliveries for the fourth, HOS Captain 
and the fifth, HOS Clearview in the same quarter. MV Marjorie C, 
a ConRo Carrier for Honolulu-based Pasha Hawaii was launched on 
15 August 2014. To top it up, we were awarded a contract to build two 
130-feet articulated tug barges for Bouchard Transportation Co., Inc on 
1 August 2014. What a very busy quarter!

For shiprepair, we re-delivered a trailing suction hopper dredger, 
Queen of the Netherlands, to Boskali BV. Upgrading of semi-submersible 
pipe laying barge, “Semac 1” and major repairs for livestock carrier 
“Lincoln Express”, seismic survey vessel “Western Pride” and tanker 
“Petrochem Supplier” were also performed. These milestones are 
just some testimony of all our efforts, through individual or collective 

efforts and manifested the excellent team spirits we have among all 
our colleagues. Credit goes to all the project teams and our customers 
as they were able to surmount the challenges, becoming stronger in 
the process. At the company level, both ST Marine and VT Halter also 
continued with ongoing efforts to leverage on each other and continue 
to strive to work more closely in sharing of each others’ lessons learnt to 
avoid recurrences.

Over the years, besides just being a shipbuilder and repairer, we 
have grown and have earned a reputation as a provider of Total 
Solutions to customers for products that we have designed and built.  
The Naval Services Department was set up many years ago and today, 
ST Marine has the capability to deliver the following in addition to design 
and build capabilities:

• Integrated logistics support planning
• Life-cycle support analysis
• Reliability and maintainability studies
• Planned maintenance systems
• Training and documentation including capability building of 
 maintenance crew in naval bases
• Obsolescence and configuration management

This is just one small step that we have taken to become a 
world-class naval shipyard.

To enhance staff engagement and to improve employee satisfaction, 
we have rolled out a series of measures to ensure that feedback 
from customers and staff can be processed with wider attention 
and response be given in a quicker fashion. The management take 
feedback and suggestions for improvements coming out of our many 
conduits and platforms such as Employee’s Opinion Survey (EOS), 
Employee’s Dialogue Session (EDS) and Staff Suggestion Scheme (SSS), just 
to name a few. The EOS is initiated at the Group level in reviewing 
employees’ perception on the organisation’s leadership, benefits, 
working environment and identification with the organisation whereas the 
EDS is an initiative by ST Marine to gather feedback from employees in 
face-to-face settings. All the feedback will help us guide our plans for the 
New Year as 2014 draws to a close.

On this note, I will like to urge all of us to spend quality time with our 
families in the festive season ahead of us. May I wish all of you a 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

President’s 
Message

“ At the company level, both ST Marine and
  VT Halter also continue with ongoing efforts to
  leverage on each other and continue to strive
  to work more closely in sharing of each others’
  lessons learnt to avoid recurrences. ” 

Dear Customers, Associates and Colleagues, 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE



In early 2012, ST Marine began in-house development of 
the Light Frigate, which is envisaged as a cost effective and 
versatile platform with a wide range of capabilities to meet the 
operational requirements of the modern navy such as:

• Anti-Aircraft Warfare, Anti-Surface Warfare, 
   Anti-Submarine Warfare, Electronic Warfare, 
   Maritime Interdiction
• Patrolling, policing and surveillance of territorial waters 
   and outlying islands
• Search and Rescue Operations
• Medical Evacuation with an operation theatre
• Disaster Relief Operations

The Light Frigate utilises ST Marine’s proprietary hull form which 
offers good speed performance, manoeuvrability and course 
stability, sea-keeping as well as fuel economy at cruising speed.

The hull comprises of all welded high tensile shipbuilding 
steel. The vessel is designed to meet the American Bureau 
of Shipping requirements, as well as applicable International 
Maritime Organisation regulations for unrestricted service 
(without ice class) and will be furnished with commercial 
off-the-shelf platform equipment.

The vessel features a continuous main deck with three lower 
decks as well as a deckhouse forward and a flight deck aft. 
A primary gun is located forward of the deckhouse, with two 

ST Marine Develops the 
Light Frigate

secondary guns to the aft on the port and starboard sides, 
next to the hangar. Large deck areas have been provided at 
amidships and quarterdeck for combat systems such as 
Surface-to-Surface Missile launchers, torpedoes and towed 
sonar. The design also takes into account low radar cross 
section requirements.

The Light Frigate is capable of helicopter operations, 
accommodating a 10 tonne twin engine helicopter in the hangar 
to complement its mission requirements.

Propulsion is provided by two controllable pitch propellers, 
each driven by two high speed diesel engines via a reduction 
gearbox. An Integrated Machinery Control System is also 
provided for ship monitoring and control according to Class 
requirements.

The vessel is crewed by up to 100 persons, and will meet 
European standards and Comfort Class for crew comfort 
with regards to noise and vibration. It is also equipped with a 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear defence system 
to enhance crew survivability during such conditions.

While research and development work is ongoing, 
the Light Frigate demonstrates the basic, detailed and 
production design capabilities, as well as complete system 
engineering solution that has been built up by ST Marine.

 

DEC 2014
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Steady Performance for
VT Halter Marine 

VT Halter Marine, Inc. (VT Halter Marine) secured new contracts to build two 
130-feet Articulated Tug Barges (ATB) tugs for Bouchard Transportation Co., Inc. 
(Bouchard) on 1 August 2014.

“I am happy to share the news of Bouchard Transportation’s fleet expansion. I look 
forward to the delivery of two more first-class vessels built by VT Halter, and would 
like to thank Mr. Brian Everist for Intercon’s assistance in completing these contracts.”
 ~ Morton S. BOUCHARD III, President/CEO, Bouchard Transportation.

“We appreciate the continued confidence that Bouchard Transportation has in 
VT Halter Marine as we continue to build for the largest ATB operator in the U.S. 
The Bouchard family has been a long-standing and valued customer of ours. 
We look forward to delivering these ATB tugs into their fleet.” 
~ Bill SKINNER, Chief Executive Officer, VT Halter Marine.

VT Halter Marine delivered HOS Captain on 10 July 2014, hosted the christening 
ceremony of HOS Crestview and launched HOS Caledonia on 15 July 2014, and 
delivered HOS Clearview on 28 July 2014.

“These significant milestones; a launch, a christening, and two deliveries were 
achieved within the span of two and a half weeks. It’s with great pride that we build 
and deliver these quality vessels for our valued customer, Hornbeck Offshore and their 
Super 320 Programme.” 
~ Bill SKINNER, Chief Executive Officer, VT Halter Marine.

VT Halter Marine launched MV Marjorie C, a Container and Roll-on/Roll-off Car Truck 
Carrier (ConRo) at its Pascagoula facilities on 8 August 2014. MV Marjorie C is the 
second vessel built for Honolulu-based Pasha Hawaii.

Pasha’s first vessel, MV Jean Anne, also built by VT Halter Marine, was put into service 
in March 2005 and was designated the “Ship of the Year” by American Ship Review 
that same year.  MV Marjorie C is the second US flag vessel to join Pasha Hawaii’s 
fleet. She will sail opposite MV Jean Anne, enabling Pasha to provide weekly service 
to Hawaii.

“This is a great accomplishment for VT Halter Marine. We are very much appreciative 
of this opportunity to build such a magnificent ship for such a great company as 
Pasha Hawaii.” 
~ Bill SKINNER, Chief Executive Officer, VT Halter Marine. 

New Contracts Secured for 
Bouchard Transportation

OSV Programme for 
Hornback Offshore

Second Vessel 
“MV Marjorie C” for 
Pasha Hawaii Launched

 
MARINE NEWS
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‘Birth’ of RNOV AL SEEB
A most significant milestone for the Al-Ofouq programme was 
achieved on 14 October 2014 when the first of the four patrol 
vessels being built for the Royal Navy of Oman was named by 
His Excellency Sayyed Bader bin Saud bin Harib Al Busaidi, 
Minister Responsible for Defence Affairs, Sultanate of Oman.  
Mr Lee Yi Shyan, Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Trade 
and Industry and Ministry of National Development, Republic 
of Singapore and Rear Admiral Abdullah bin Khamis Al Raisi, 
Commander of the Royal Navy of Oman and many other 
dignitaries were also present to mark this joyous occasion. 

With the playing of both national anthems adding to the sense 
of pride, and warm speeches from both Rear Admiral Abdullah 
bin Khamis Al Raisi, Commander of the Royal Navy and 
Mr Ng Sing Chan, President of ST Marine, jubilation was added 
by the fanfare released after His Excellency Sayyed Bader bin 
Saud bin Harib Al Busaidi proudly named RNOV AL SEEB. 
Followed by a ship tour, a sumptuous spread was arranged 
for all the guests with His Excellency Sayyed Bader bin Saud 
bin Harib Al Busaidi and Mr Lee Yi Shyan proudly cutting the 
‘Birthday’ cake on behalf of this fine vessel, RNOV AL SEEB. 
Kudos to both the RNO Resident Team and the ST Marine 
project team for meeting yet another significant stage in this 
programme!

 
MARINE NEWS
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PV Programme for the Royal Navy of Oman  
The Al-Ofouq programme continues to forge ahead and it was indeed a special day 
on 15 August 2014, when BO660, the first Al-Ofouq patrol vessel commenced her sea 
acceptance trials.

The sea acceptance trials proceeded smoothly as planned and ST Marine’s project 
team, together with the Royal Navy of Oman (RNO) representatives on board, were 
pleased with the handling and performance of the vessel on her maiden sailing. BO660 
not only met, she also exceeded aspects of her contractual requirements.

During the course of the sea acceptance trials, some ‘undiscovered talents’ of the 
ST Marine staff were revealed. All on board found out that Daisy Dong, 
(Assistant Director, Hull) not only designed vessels, she was also able to trade her 
Tribon modelling software temporarily for a wok and spatula, providing all on-board an 
opportunity to have a taste of her impressive culinary skills.

Third Launched!
 
Maintaining a robust and consistent momentum, ST Marine powered ahead and kept 
to our major milestones set for the Al-Ofouq patrol vessels.  On 17 September 2014, by 
now a routine launch for BO662, the third in the series of four patrol vessels being built 
for the Royal Navy of Oman was completed. 

Commander Hamood Mohamed Al Rashdi, Acting Head of the RNO Resident Team, 
launched BO662. The vessel will now move on to the outfitting stage, followed by the 
sea acceptance trials before being scheduled for completion in early 2015.

Making Waves at Sea

 

The keel laying ceremony for the Republic of Singapore Navy’s 
(RSN) first Littoral Mission Vessel (LMV) was held in ST Marine 
on 11 September 2014. Permanent Secretary (Defence) Mr 
Chan Yeng Kit officiated at the ceremony. The keel laying of the 
first LMV marks another significant milestone for the RSN.

This LMV is the first of eight new LMVs to be built for the 
RSN by ST Marine. Our strategic partners for this programme 
include ST Electronics and DSO National Laboratories. The 
Defence Science and Technology Agency (DSTA) is the overall 
programme manager and systems integrator for the LMV 
programme.

The LMVs, to be equipped with advanced combat systems, 
will be highly versatile and capable of embarking various 
mission modules to fulfil a full spectrum of operations. To 
enable enhanced operational efficiency with a leaner crew size, 
cutting-edge technologies and innovative concepts have been 
integrated into the design of the LMVs.

The LMVs will replace the existing Fearless-Class patrol vessels, 
which have served the RSN well for close to 20 years. The 
addition of the LMVs to the RSN will enhance the capabilities of 
the RSN for the seaward defence of Singapore.

Steady Progress 
LMV Programme for the Republic of Singapore Navy
Keel Laying for the RSN’s First Littoral Mission Vessel

MARINE NEWS
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Way of the Dragon! 
AHTS Programme for Swire Pacific Offshore

Pacific Dragon, the sixth and final D-Class Anchor Handling 
Tug Supply (AHTS) vessel built for Swire Pacific Offshore 
Operations (Pte) Ltd (SPO), was successfully delivered on 
29 September 2014. 

Since her launch in April 2014, alongside with the strong support 
from the owners’ representatives and ST Marine departments, 
ST Marine’s project team led Pacific Dragon through her sea 

acceptance trials. Within just four months, Pacific Dragon 
successfully completed all the sea acceptance trials in August 
and the bollard pull trials in September before she was set free 
on her way to join her sister ships. 

ST Marine is delighted to have delivered the D-Class AHTS 
successfully and wishes all six vessels and SPO, fair winds and 
following seas!  

     PGS APOLLO readied for her  
     next ‘Launch’! 
PGS Apollo, a multipurpose-built seismic ship, owned by 
PGS Geophysical AS, was ‘readied’ by ST Marine for her 
next ‘launch’ with the completion of repair works. These 
include works on her 12 streamers, where they were 
removed for maintenance works and re-installed within 
three weeks. Other works included  the inspection and 
load-testing for the deck cranes, overhauling of seismic 
deflectors and other seismic equipment. Modifications on 
workboat davits, overhauling of three thrusters as well as 
other repairs on marine systems and crew cabins were also 
completed. ST Marine wants to acknowledge PGS Geophysical 
AS for her trust and cooperation in ensuring all works were 
completed ahead of the planned schedule. 

     A 34 Days Crusade 

Lewek Crusader, a 500 men accommodation barge owned by 
EMAS AMC Pte Ltd (EMAS), successfully completed major 
improvement and modification works over a period of 34 days 
at ST Marine’s Tuas yard, including 12 days for dry dock. These 
major repair works included the overhaul of the six thrusters 
(two tunnel thrusters and four azimuth thrusters), gangway 
modification and the upgrade of the Macgregor crane.

It was indeed a 34 days ‘crusade’ and this excellent outcome 
was possible only due to the close working partnership between 
the two projects teams led by Senior Ship Repair Manager of 
ST Marine, Jagan Mohan Ranganathan, and Fleet Manager of 
EMAS AMC, Jorgen van Impelen.

 ONWARD
MARINE NEWS
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Working on a Giant 
TSHD Queen of the Netherlands
It was clearly a stamp of confidence in ST Marine when 
Baggermaastschhappij Boskalis BV (Boskalis) awarded 
ST Marine the contract for the modification and repair of trailing 
suction hopper dredger TSHD Queen of the Netherlands. 
She is possibly the world’s largest trailing suction hopper 
dredger and is often described as “the world’s largest floating 
vacuum cleaner”. 
 
The award to ST Marine to carry out the challenging work 
came after the successful completion and re-activation of her 
sister ship, TSHD Fairway in April 2014. This marked another 
milestone in the long and close working relationship between 
ST Marine and Boskalis over the past 15 years involving 
countless repairs and several significant projects.

The major work included the upgrading of electrical 
and instruments of the dredger system, bow thruster, 
winch drive train and modification of the dredger’s low 
temperature for drives, motors and transformers, and chilled 
water system for air-conditioning. Other work included 
dredger pipe renewal and maintenance work. The contract 
also involved the upgrading of electrical and instrumentation 
for the main drive.  

The challenge included complete removal of the main drive 
comprising the dredge pumps, bow thruster, winch drive train 
and the modification of dredger low temperature and chilled 
water system. This was done after structural modification and 
installation of new owner-supplied electrical equipment and the 
laying of high voltage and electro-magnetic compatibility power 
cables.

Other repair and maintenance work done included structural and 
outfitting steel work renewal and modification, done on all areas 
of access ladders, platforms, walkways and railings from the 
engine room to tanks, upper decks and hoppers, including the 
hoppers’ holds and tanks. The main deck loading and discharge 
dredge pipelines were renewed. The tanks, hull, main decks, 
gantries and hopper decks underwent a series of blasting and 
painting works, while repairs, checks and tests were done on 
deck equipment, including the main deck crane. 

ST Marine is pleased to announce that after some 250,000 
safe working man-hours, and conduct of successful sea trials, 
the work was successfully completed on 28 August 2014. 
The TSHD Queen of the Netherlands is now back with Boskalis 
to continue its good work around the world.

MARINE NEWS



ST Marine flew our flags recently at Germany’s SMM 2014, a 
leading global exhibition and conference for the marine and 
maritime industries held from 9 to 12 September 2014. 
 
This biennial fair saw 2,041 exhibitors from 67 countries, and 
attracted over 50,000 trade visitors. Named the world’s leading 
trade fair for the maritime industry, this event was attended by 
top shipbuilders and key players in the value chain and service 
industries.

ST Marine’s stand saw visits from ship owners from within 
Germany, Europe and the rest of the world. The fair provided 
a good platform to meet and keep in touch with both new 
and existing customers. A dinner attended by guests from the 
various shipping company at the end of the third day enhanced 
potential networking opportunities. The relaxed environment 
by the side of the beautiful Alster Lake indeed enhanced the 
pleasant atmosphere for all to exchange and update notes in 
the industry.  

The exhibition had allowed ST Marine to introduce our 
products and capabilities for the marine industry. In addition, 
ship operation and deck equipment, cargo handling systems, 
propulsion systems and many more were on show during SMM, 
displaying the latest developments in the marine industry. 

Over the years, ST Marine has established itself as a reliable and 
quality shipyard for German vessels’ for docking and repairs. 
The exhibition, a highly successful and fruitful venture for 
ST Marine, provided a great opportunity for ST Marine to be 
seen and heard on a global maritime stage.

SMM 2014 
Shipbuilding, Machinery and Marine Technology 
in Hamburg, Germany

DEC 2014

 ONWARD
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Mixing With The Best! 
Euronaval 2014 in Paris, France

ST Marine participated in the 24th Euronaval 2014 International 
Naval Defence and Maritime Exhibition and Conference 
held at the Le Bourget Exhibition Centre, Paris, from 27 to 
31 October 2014.  
 
It was an opportunity for us to showcase our range of 
competencies used by global navies. In particular, our Maritime 
Security vessels, generated interest among many visitors. The 
recent naming ceremony for the first patrol vessel built for the 
Royal Navy of Oman added to the buzz! We also displayed our 
proven range of Landing Platform Docks and the complementary 
range of shore connectors. 

In addition, our abilities in providing “Total Naval Solutions” 
where we provide our customers with a best life time cost for 
our products were highlighted, including our modern Engine 
Service Centre and indigenously developed range of Nerva 
Shipboard Management Systems were also displayed.

YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER 11
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Workplace Safety 
and Health (WSH) 
Awards 2014

At ST Marine, we don’t just preach workplace safety and health 
(WSH), we practice this diligently, 24/7. This commitment 
was well recognised when Mr Thant Zin from ST Marine won 
the prestigious WSH Awards for Officers and Supervisors in 
July 2014, jointly presented by the Workplace Safety and 
Health Council (WSHC) and Ministry of Manpower (MOM). 

The annual WSH Awards celebrate and recognise companies 
and individuals on a national level for their commitments and 
exemplary standards in WSH. The awards also acknowledge 
the valuable contributions by supervisors in cultivating safe and 
healthy workplace environments in Singapore.

Mr Thant Zin shared “I am motivated by my sense of 
responsibility; towards myself, my colleagues and all my 
subordinates that I’m entrusted with, and most importantly our 
beloved family members. I just want to ensure that we all come 
to work safe, and go home to our loved ones safely at the end 
of each day.” 

ST Marine congratulates Mr Thant Zin for his strong knowledge, 
passion and drive which led him to win this prestigious award. 
Indeed, ST Marine’s concerted efforts to continuously improve 
the environmental, health and safety of all employees as well 
as ST Marine’s journey towards achieving zero accidents and 
incidents is bearing fruits. 

Certified Marine 
Supervisors 

(CMS) Awards 
2014

Manickam Venkatesan, a Senior Supervisor from Tuas yard, 
Electrical department and Mohanarangan Arul, a Supervisor 
from Benoi yard, General Fitting department were presented the 
Certified Marine Supervisor (CMS) Award, at the CMS Award 
Presentation Ceremony held during the Association of Marine 
Industries (ASMI) 46th Anniversary Celebration Dinner on 31 
October 2014.

The Certified Marine Supervisors (CMS) Scheme was 
introduced to promote the upgrading of supervisors and 
accord recognition to outstanding supervisors in the marine 
industry. Candidates must meet a set of stringent requirements 
to qualify for the CMS Award, including a rigorous course of 
training in safety management, marine supervision and project 
management. Candidates must also be good role models and 
possess a positive work attitude, strong leadership capabilities 
and excellent job performance. Congratulations to both 
Manickam Venkatesan and Mohanarangan Arul!  

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE
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ST Marine Celebrates 
Singapore’s 
49th Birthday

Together with the rest of Singapore and Singaporeans, 
ST Marine employees celebrated our National Day 2014 and 
our Nation’s 49th birthday by having an Observance Ceremony 
on 8 August 2014. Collectively, we reflected proudly all that our 
nation had achieved over the past 49 years since independence 
in 1965.

Mrs Josephine Teo, Senior Minister of State (Ministry of Finance 
and Ministry of Transport) graced the occasion as our Guest-of-
Honour. Effective both in the English and Mandarin languages, 
Mrs Josephine Teo added to our unity and sense of pride, 
especially when our National Anthem, ‘Majulah Singapura’ was 
proudly sung and our Singapore Pledge solemnly recited. 

Mrs Josephine Teo also graciously presented prizes to our 
Safety and Kaizan Awards winners. In turn, ST Marine proudly 
showed our esteemed guest aspects of our operations that 
make ST Marine such an important node in the defence of our 
Nation. 

EVENTS
 ONWARD
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Experience ST Marine
Zheng Hanzhou
Attached to:  Human Resource
“ST Marine gave me a hands-on working platform. 
This is invaluable training as it is more beneficial 
than just theory. Furthermore, it expanded my 
technical knowledge base. It was a great learning 
journey with ST Marine during my internship. I am 
thankful to staff members for their co-operation and 
valuable information provided in their respective 
fields.” 

Chan Chun Loong, Henry
Attached to: Benoi 
(Environment, Health and Safety)
“ST Marine let me experience the daily tasks 
expected of an EHS personnel, weekly yard safety 
inspection walks as well as to take part in internal 
and external audits. The learning curve was steep 
but the patient guidance from my colleagues as well 
as my mentor made the overall experience insightful 
and pleasant.”

Rahul Jindal
Attached to: Engineering Design Centre (Hull)
“This was my first overseas internship experience 
and it was an amazing experience. I witnessed 
many things including the docking and undocking 
on a floating dock in Tuas Yard, and engine testing 
in Benoi yard. I thank ST Marine for giving me such 
a unique opportunity to work here and really hope to 
come back in future.” 

Abhishek Dutta
Attached to: Engineering Design Centre (Hull)
“The extra bonuses such as multiple tours to the 
Benoi and Tuas yards allowed me to get a firsthand 
experience of the different production processes 
involved in the making of the ship and physically 
relate it to the work done in EDC. Thank you, 
ST Marine, for this unique opportunity which proved 
to be substantial both in terms of knowledge and 
experience.”

Sharang Agarwal
Attached to: Engineering Design Centre (Hull)
“I appreciate the time and effort the people in EDC 
put in to modify and make every detail as best as 
possible to generate a good cost-efficient design. 
I was overwhelmed with the helping nature of 
people here and really feel grateful to ST Marine for 
providing me the opportunity to work with them.”

Zhang Xiang Bin
Attached to: Engineering Design Centre (Marine)
“During my attachment, I realised that the knowledge 
learnt in classrooms, while helpful, forms only part 
of the solution when I was confronted with actual 
problems and situations. Practical application of 
theoretical knowledge, coupled with much people 
to people interactive skills, formed significant major 
roles in real problem dissolving. ”

VOICES
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Kala graduated from the Vocational Industrial Training Board 

(VITB) now known as Institute of Technical Education (ITE), in 

1970, and was fortunate to be one of several placed by the 

school directly to ST Marine for an apprenticeship. ST Marine 

remained the first and only company Kala worked for since then.

He started as a trainee in the Ship Repairs department for the 

first few years before being transferred to the Maintenance 

department. Hard work and determination saw Kala rising 

through the ranks to his current position of Senior Supervisor, 

with responsibilities to oversee synchrolift operations, supply 

portable welding machines, portable air-conditioning and 

distribution box panels (electrical supply) to all facilities and 

vessels in the yard.

Till date, Kala still finds fulfillment in his job and when asked about 

the most challenging part of his job, he answered “planning”. 

When he has to work on a number of jobs concurrently, planning 

for the jobs can become tricky. Kala said, “If this planning goes 

wrong, it will have ripple effects on all other jobs on hand. I need 

to get the planning part done correctly from the start. It is of 

critical importance.”

Besides relishing the challenges of his daily tasks, Kala also 

enjoys working with friendly and helpful colleagues. “Having 

such colleagues definitely adds colours to my working 

experience in ST Marine,” he added.

Kala is a father to two daughters and a son. In his younger days, 

he enjoyed a strenuous game of football or badminton to keep 

in shape. “As I am not as youthful as before, my major hobby 

is travelling to see different parts of the world,” Kala said with 

a laugh.

When asked if he had any words of wisdom to share with 

younger employees in ST Marine, Kala said, “We must show 

commitment in whatever task is assigned to us. We must always 

take the initiative to ask questions, because that is how we learn 

best and work can be completed efficiently.”

For Kala’s loyalty to ST Marine all these years, Kala received his 

Long Service Award from ST Marine in 2010 for his commitment, 

dedication and hard work. Well done, Kala! 

Veteran
Years44

Can you imagine working 
for one company for almost 
half a century? ST Marine 
has one such dedicated 
employee and his name is 
Kalarasingham s/o Krishnan 
Nair, fondly known as Kala to 
all his colleagues and friends.

Kalarasingam 
s/o Krishnan Nair
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Chua Kah Tat Jack

“  ST Marine has provided countless opportunities for me 
to constantly learn and upgrade my skill sets through 
various courses and other programmes offered. ” 

An avid war film fanatic since young, Chua Kah Tat, Jack has a keen interest in the 
latest defence technologies including subjects such as fighter planes, naval vessels 
and weapons systems. Especially fascinating to him are warships and the array of 
combat systems they carry. This led Jack straight to ST Marine upon graduation 
from the University of New South Wales with a degree in Electrical Engineering. 
To Jack, ST Marine is the perfect place for a career as the company builds warships and 
offers great opportunities for learning and is an ideal environment to realise childhood 
dreams.

Jack started his career in ST Marine as an electrical engineer in the Electrical Department, 
where he was responsible for cable termination. Today, Jack is the Department Head for 
the Electrical Department with key responsibilities such as ensuring the safety of workers, 
complying with requirements for quality of work and to ensure that all project schedules are 
met. Additionally, as part of ST Marine’s Kaizen programme, Jack’s ideas for cost-saving 
and process improvement have been successfully implemented throughout the course of 
his work.

Jack enthused “ST Marine has provided countless opportunities for me to constantly learn 
and upgrade my skill sets through various courses and other programmes offered”. A keen 
learner, Jack applied these lessons in his work environment while constantly adapting and 
improving his skills to better fit his needs. The challenges that he encounters in his daily 
work are ever-changing, and he asserts that “people management is the most challenging 
and that hearing is not the same as listening. Patience and problem-solving skills are crucial 
in order to make things work.”  

Other than work, Jack is also involved in soccer, paintball and even prawn-catching sessions 
with his colleagues. Thankful for the bonding opportunities created at work, he notes the 
importance of this rapport as he believes that it will strengthen working relationship, as well 
as motivating one another to persevere in trying times.

Placing emphasis on family values, Jack ensures that his department knocks off on time 
on Fridays. For Jack, family time means bringing the family out for movies, golf gatherings, 
or even perhaps karaoke sessions, where he immerses in the love and comfort of his loved 
ones.

YOUNG ENGINEER
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Ooi Sok Chuang Tammie

“  In the past, research was only in libraries amongst 
the thousands of books on the bookshelves. 
However, knowledge is abundant today at 
everyone’s fingertips with wireless technology and 
a search on mobile devices. This would not have 
been possible without engineers. ” 

A very common perception is that practiscing engineering is primarily a male domain. 
However, our Young Engineer Ooi Sok Chuang, Tammie is one of the many young women 
who are taking on the challenge of an engineering career and making good headway at it.

Since young, Tammie has intense interest in finding out how things work, and how science 
and technology is being applied to everyday life in general. Tammie muses that “In the 
past, research was only in libraries amongst the thousands of books on the bookshelves. 
However, knowledge is abundant today at everyone’s fingertips with wireless technology 
and a search on mobile devices. This would not have been possible without engineers,” 
she added.

Her passion and interest spurred her to embark on a journey of engineering when she 
enrolled in a course on control and automation engineering which she specialised in while 
pursuing her degree at the Nanyang Technology University (NTU).  

Currently, Tammie is in the Engineering Design Centre (Automation) department. Part of 
her work scope includes designing of Propulsion Control System and Integrated Platform 
Management System (IPMS). She handles the control aspect of both systems, taking care of 
the details in the interfaces and signal exchanges between the control systems with various 
ship board systems. Additionally, she ensures the design of Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
of the IPMS meets customers’ operational requirements and expectations. 

She also works closely with various departments such as Projects, Production and QA 
departments during the ship construction phase. She believes as one whole team, 
everyone contributes to the successful completion and delivery of the ship. She asserts 
that “individually we are one drop, but together we are the ocean.”

Tammie’s motto in life comes from the late Steve Jobs who said, “Have the courage to follow 
your heart and intuition. They somehow already know what you truly want to become.” She 
is certainly living up to it for besides being passionate about her work, Tammie is a golfer 
and does scuba diving, having been to the Maldives, Phuket, numerous Malaysia dive sites 
and is also an avid back packer, travelling to Laos, Japan, Europe, Australia and Korea. One 
trait she picked up during her travels is self contentment and she had seen how in other 
societies, even with lesser means, both children and adults are still happy as they go about 
seeking a better life. 

YOUNG ENGINEER
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Led by Mr Ng Sing Chan, President of 
ST Marine, 750 employees and their 
families participated in a Green Carnival 
and Family Day at Fort Canning Park on 13 
September 2014. With an aim to create and 
promote environmental conservation, a fun 
filled programme was laid out for all.

Team-bonding games, stage performances, 
lucky draws and workshops such as 
the terrarium class were the order of the 
day for employees and their families.  In 
addition, local charities such as the Nature 
Society and Animal Concerns Research 
and Education Society (ACRES) had 
booths at the carnival to promote and 
educate everyone on animal and nature 
conservation efforts both in Singapore and 
the region.

As a further outreach to our extended 
community, ST Marine also invited seven 
families from the Thye Hua Kwan Family 
Service Centre to join in the carnival. 
ST Marine is happy for this opportunity to 
contribute in a small way our corporate 
social responsibility in sharing our joy with 
other groups in our society.  

Family ‘Green’ at ST Marine

ST Marine is proud to be involved in the Community Chest’s annual Heartstrings Walk 2014, which was graced by Guest-of-Honour, 
Mr Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance at Marina Bay Sands on 4 August 2014. 
About 32 volunteers from ST Marine turned up for the 4km walkathon. 

Community Chest assigned the participants from two charities namely - Cerebral Palsy Alliance of Singapore and Sunlove to join 
in. Much interaction were seen among the volunteers and participants, as they completed walk around Marina Bay along with 
thousands of participants from all walks of life. ST Marine is looking forward to next year’s walkathon.

Heartstrings Walk 2014

HAPPENINGS
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Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s 
Home Visit
Headed by the General Fitting department and supported by Benoi Yard and Engineering Design Centre (EDC) departments, a group 
of approximately 30 volunteers, including Mr Phua Siang Ling, Vice President (Benoi Yard), Mr Mathai P.P, Vice President (EDC)/
Director (Marine), as well as Mr Ang Gim Kee, Director (EDC, Automation) and Mr Koh Wee Ping, Director (EDC, Electrical) visited the 
Chen Su Lan Methodist Home on 26 July 2014. 

The purpose of the visit was primarily to interact with the children, as well as providing basic maintenance and repair work for the 
home. Cindy Lau from the General Fitting department was appointed as the main organiser for the project and her team planned 
various activities for the 50 children involved, including basketball and soccer matches, board games and handicraft activities. The 
children had a lot of fun with the different activities, and the event ended with pizzas for lunch for all. 

‘Spring’ arrives at 
Christalite Methodist Home
Bringing the same sense of dedication and commitment to all the vessels we build and repair to ensure they bring their crews safely 
from point to point, volunteers from the Engineering Design Centre (EDC) and the Purchasing and Store departments visited the 
Christalite Methodist Home on 1 November 2014 for a ‘Spring-cleaning’ assignment! Displaying the same attention to details in the 
work they do, our volunteers ensured  the various floors of the home were cleaned and the windows of the rooms and corridors 
brought to a shine. Lower level engineering works, in the form of clearing of the drainage systems, including removal and ‘service’ of 
the heavy drain grates were also performed. While our volunteers have brought joy, including a donation of $800 and goodie bags to 
the elderly folks of the home, they derived greater joy in knowing they have an opportunity to return some goodness to the folks and 
our society in general. Well done ST Marine!
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ST Marine hosted Major-General (NS) Ng Chee Khern, 
Permanent Secretary (Defence Development), Brigadier-General 
(NS) David Koh Tee Hian, Deputy Secretary (Technology) and 
senior Mindef and SAF officials on 10 September 2014. The visit 
is part of an ongoing familiarisation tours for Defence Ministry 
officials.

The distinguished group received an in-depth briefing on 
ST Marine and its current efforts with a key focus on work and 
projects related to the Defence Ministry. The briefing highlighted 
the symbiotic relationship and demostrated how ST Marine has 
grown in tandem with the Republic of Singapore Navy.

As it was Major-General (NS) Ng’s inaugural visit to the Benoi 
Yard and Engine Service Centre, our younger engineers from 
the Engineering Design Centre provided detailed briefs to him 
on the vessels designed and built by ST Marine.

Defence Ministry Officials Visit
VISITS


